
by Michael Henry 

I believe our memories are framed by
trees. Maybe it’s the shady avenues
where we walked as children or a
spreading oak tree that
gave us shade for a
picnic. For me, as for
many northerners, my
memories of wilderness
parks and cottages dwell
in the deep shade of
eastern hemlocks that
commonly grow along
the shores of lakes and
streams. The hemlocks
offer a cool shady spot
on even the hottest day.
Or they give temporary
respite from a rain
shower as the drops
work their way through
the canopy, offering a
few dry minutes to
watch rain curtains
sweep across a lake.
Later, heavy drops
continue to fall from a
hemlock for an hour
after the rain passes and
the sun breaks through.
These are memories and
associations that I hope
my children will carry
into adulthood. I’m
concerned that they may
be the last generation to
know hemlock in the
landscape. It sounds
melodramatic and I
hope it is, but the threat
to hemlocks should not be
downplayed.

The threat comes in the form of a
millimetre-long (.04 inch) sucking
insect from Japan called Hemlock
Woolly Adelgid (HWA). HWA
commonly kills eastern hemlock
(Tsuga canadensis) trees within a
decade of its arrival in a forest. For
context, think Dutch Elm Disease or
Chestnut Blight. Where the adelgid
has become established in many parts
of the southern Appalachians it has

resulted in the functional extinction of
hemlocks, meaning they no longer
play an important role in the ecology
of the forest. This is a huge shift
because hemlocks create very different

habitats from hardwood trees,
providing cool shady areas in summer
and relatively snow-free areas in
winter. When hemlocks were removed
from riparian areas by HWA, studies
found that stream temperatures
increased as much as three to 10
degrees Celsius (five to 18 degrees
Fahrenheit), which can be disastrous
for cold-water species such as Brook
Trout and Brown Trout.

I had to see the effects for myself in
the Great Smoky Mountains to fully

appreciate the implications. HWA was
found in Great Smoky Mountains
National Park in 2002 and within a
decade an estimated 80% of the
hemlocks in the park were dead,

including important 
old-growth forests, like
the Cataloochee Valley,
where some hemlocks
were 500 years old. 
When I visited in 2014,
where groves of ancient
hemlocks had once
stood, there was nothing
but dead snags shedding
bark and sending large
branches crashing to the
ground 10 stories below.
In a few decades, the
only record of these once
magnificent forests will
be logs sprouting
hemlock varnish fungus
and our living or written
memories. When I first
heard about hemlock
woolly adelgid as a
botany student in the
1990’s, it seemed far
away, someone else’s
problem. Now it’s on my
doorstep, having already
spread through half of
hemlock’s natural range.

HWA has been
adapting to cold climates
as it spreads; every
killing freeze in winter
simply makes the
surviving adelgids more
resistant to cold. There

have been detections as far north as
Ontario and Michigan, though in both
cases the infestations are thought to
have been eradicated. Whether that’s
true or not, it’s only a matter of time –
HWA moves at an average rate of 15
kilometres (nine miles) a year, carried
by wind, birds and humans. Wind
moves the insect from tree to tree
within a stand, birds carry it from
stand to stand, and humans afford it
occasional huge leaps of hundreds of
kilometres when it hitches a ride on
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Tiny Insect vs. Mighty Tree: 
Confronting the Threat to Eastern Hemlock 

Hemlock forest in Algonquin Park
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nursery stock.
As HWA moves north into the last

strongholds of hemlock, it seems to
move and kill trees a little slower in
the colder climates. However, we
should not be complacent. Mark
Whitmore, an extension associate with
Cornell University, has
been watching the spread
in upper New York State,
and is concerned. “HWA
was first detected in the
Finger Lakes area in 2008,”
he says, “and here we are
just six years later and
there’s already mortality
showing up in one of the
first locations we found.
And it has spread in a
spotty manner over a very
wide area, all the way to
Buffalo and throughout the
Finger Lakes.”

What worries Whitmore
most is the thought of
HWA arriving in the
Adirondack Mountains.
“Right now it’s in the
Finger Lakes, where the
forests are not contiguous,”
he says. “We have old-
growth resources we’re
looking at trying to protect in the
Finger Lakes, but I look at places like
the Adirondack Mountains which have
a huge amount of hemlock, and by the
time it gets into there I won’t be able
to do anything.” Whitmore’s allies in
the fight against HWA are insecticides
used as a temporary measure and a
tiny beetle named Laricobius nigrinus,
affectionately called Lari, a specialized
HWA predator introduced from the
west coast. 

Systemic insecticides can protect
individual trees for years after
treatment. This buys some time for
forest managers trying to establish
Laricobius nigrinus and other
biological control agents that protect
trees when the chemical protection
wears off. The idea is to leave a subset
of the trees untreated to grow the
population of predators. Most likely

these trees will end up dying, but
hopefully a population of beetles will
be established that can control HWA
in the remaining forest. There is
anecdotal evidence that this is working
in some places, but while biocontrol is
one of our best hopes to keep hemlock

on the landscape, it is far from certain.
One of the problems is just getting
enough beetles. Last year Whitmore
was only able to buy 330 Lari beetles,
but he has been rearing them on
HWA-infested hemlock hedges.

What we need is more time.
Jurisdictions such as Michigan,
Ontario and Quebec are best placed to
preserve hemlock in their forests
because they can learn from
everything that came before. One
thing we should have learned by now
is to avoid salvage logging of hemlock,
a practice that has killed more
hemlocks than HWA. Salvage logging
lowers the likelihood of preserving
genetic resistance to adelgids, which
appears to exist in some trees,
although it is very rare. Another hard-
learned lesson is to prepare for HWA
before it arrives.

The word “cathedral” is often used
to describe old-growth hemlock
forests such as those found in Cook
Forest, Heart’s Content and Tionesta
in northwestern Pennsylvania – some
of the most spectacular old-growth
eastern hemlock forests that still exist;

hemlocks in Cook Forest tower as high
as 44 metres (144 feet) above the
forest floor. In 2013, the adelgid was
first found in Cook Forest and the
Allegheny Plateau, but it was not
found by chance. Park staff and
volunteers had been waiting for it,
actively monitoring the trees, and they
detected the infestation early on.
What’s more, a working group of
governmental and non-governmental
organizations had been planning a
response. The state budget to preserve
hemlock jumped from $17,000 to
almost $500,000 in one year, funding
detection, insecticide treatments and
biological control. Donald Eggen,
from Pennsylvania’s Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources,
sees hope in the new strategy. “We will
be able to preserve the eastern
hemlock,” he says. “Will they be as
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Hemlocks killed by Hemlock Woody Adelgid in Great Smoky Mountains National Park, North Carolina 
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abundant everywhere 10 or 15 or 20
years from now? No, they will be
highly impacted. But they will survive
as much as cold winters will allow.”

After HWA was detected in Ontario
in 2012-2014, various levels of
government, non-governmental
organizations (NGO’s) and
landowners responded. One initiative
was the formation of an HWA land
manager working group inspired by
the partnership in the Allegheny
Mountains. Kathleen Ryan, who is
organizing the effort, explains, “David
Puttock from Silv-Econ read about the
High Allegheny Collaborative
Hemlock Conservation Partnership in
Pennsylvania, and wondered whether
we could do something similar here.
We contacted them and they were very
helpful, sharing their approach and
lessons learned.” The working group
now includes conservation authorities,
regional, county and private land

managers, and NGO’s, which are
working collaboratively on early
detection and response plans. Ontario
land managers and organizations
interested in the working group can
contact Kathleen at
kathleen.ryan@silvecon.com.

Early detection and containment of
HWA in the fragmented forest
landscape of southern Ontario may
buy us the time we need for control
measures to come to fruition before
adelgid makes the leap to Muskoka
and Algonquin Park, where it may be
unstoppable. Ancient Forest
Exploration & Research is working on
mapping hemlock in southern Ontario
and locating high-value forests that
should be a conservation priority. You
can learn more about this effort and
early detection in Ontario at
http://www.ancientforest.org/hwa/.
You can also get information and
report sightings of HWA at

http://www.eddmaps.org/ontario/ and
at the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency. One other way you can help is
to plant hemlock from native plant
nurseries that grow it on site. Planting
locally grown hemlock preserves the
genetics and prevents movement of
HWA on nursery stock. Mark
Whitmore recommends planting
hemlock hedges to use as predator
rearing sites before adelgids arrive (for
some reason hedges work better than
individual trees). The North American
Native Plant Society maintains a list of
nurseries at
http://www.nanps.org/index.php/plant
-sources/other-sources. 

Michael Henry is the author of Ontario’s
Old-growth Forests and an ecologist with
Ancient Forest Exploration & Research.
He lives in Peterborough, Ontario, where
he’s keeping an eye on his local hemlock
forests.
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Hemlock Woody Adelgid can be recognized by its woolly egg sacs.
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(705) 466-6290
natives@enviroscape.on.ca
www.notsohollowfarm.ca

Specializing in container grown 
Trees & Shrubs native to Ontario

Design & Consulting services available by OALA member


